GLOBAL BLOCKCHAIN SUMMIT
NEW DELHI, INDIA
10-11 JULY 2020

The region's Most Important summit for Enterprise Blockchain and Distributed Ledger Technologies
The republic of India is emerging as a regional leader in digital transformation. India has well-recognized the importance of technology to reinforce its economic growth, jobs creation, and human development to provide a better life for all. We have seen how India has come to be counted among the top locations in the world for blockchain companies in recent years. We at Gulf Xellence have decided to host “Global Blockchain Summit” in New Delhi India. It will be a 2 days Program being curated based on guidelines from industry experts, with a target of about 500+ delegates. Our goal is to connect global blockchain gurus and technology players in this space including emerging start-ups – with regional business and IT leaders from across key industry verticals. Global Blockchain Summit will explore the industries that are set to be disrupted the most by this new technology, including but not limited to legal, financial services, insurance, energy, government, real estate and more. Within the conference, there will be an exhibition of technological and business application innovations for the industry. The summit aims to bring awareness of India blockchain ecosystem to international scene, connect blockchain & digital asset people from all over the world to local blockchain communities in India, expects to bridge overseas investors to the local blockchain projects and vice versa by introducing innovation and gain local insights on the Blockchain scene in each country presented by local experts.
TARGET AUDIENCE

Unique in its scale, positioning, and format Global Blockchain Summit India is designed exclusively for the senior representatives of the official sector institutions including Regulatory authorities, Government bodies such as Ministries of Finance with active interest in Blockchain & Fintech the key job areas include, but need not to be limited to Government, Banking, Insurance, Energy, Venture Capitalists, STOs, ICOs, Crypto Exchanges, Data Scientists, Financial Services, Service Providers, Platform Providers, Investors, Fintech Professionals, Blockchain start-ups and Legal Authorities.

ATTENDEES DEMOGRAPHY

From our previous similar events, we expect this summit to be attended by high profile individuals such as CIOs, COOs, CTOs, CEOs, CFOs, Head of Tokenization, Fintech Head, Head of Data Science, Heads of Innovation, Heads of IT, Heads of Information, Heads of Engineering, Heads of IT Architecture, Heads of Emerging Technology, Heads of Development, Technical Advisors, Heads of Strategy, Heads of Compliance, Business Transformation, Marketing Manager and many more involved in Blockchain space.

SPOTLIGHT TOPICS & KEYNOTES

The Summit will explore the continuing evolution of blockchain by showcasing live projects, examining business use cases. An inspiring 2 days of content discussing Blockchain, Payments, Banking Transformation, STO Regulations, Insurance, Financial Services, Real estate, Security, AI and more. 35+ visionary speakers discuss how tech is impacting their businesses and provide insight and thought-provoking debate into what they see will redefine the industry in the future. The curated agenda features keynotes, case studies, panel discussions, spotlight talks, topic meetups, roundtables and demos.
Event Snapshot

- **02 Days**
- **500+** Global Attendees
- **06 Keynotes**
- **30+** Speakers
- **07 Panel Discussions**
- **05 Top Pitches**
- **01 VIP Dinner**
Easy Ways to Participate

- Register as a Delegate to benefit from direct insights of experts
- Showcase your brand and industry thought leadership in front of the very people that matter to your business by becoming a Sponsor
- Showcase your latest technologies and services in your own exclusivespace as an Exhibitor by securing a display booth/table at the event
Why Attend?

- A Summit programme designed to offer learning and insight as well as discussion with some of the industry's leading minds.
- Discover products and new technology from vendors.
- Learn about the latest Blockchain Innovations.
- Meet the top industry leaders, policy makers, think tanks, famil offices, venture capitalists and institutional and private investors.
- Explore the entire Blockchain ecosystem and the future of enterprise technology.
- Meet the leading blockchain influencers. Deep dive into key topics alongside industry leaders and visionaries.
Global Blockchain Summit offers an incomparable platform to connect with industry experts, get your business done and position your company for future success. Attending the event will help you to:

- Broaden your exposure in the marketplace and create a positive impression on as many people in your business community as possible
- A pitching opportunity for start-ups that will unite some of the agilest entrepreneurs and high-impact investors to design ground-breaking start-ups
- Identify those who might be prospects for your products or services
- Build relationships with those who offer products or services that might be of value to you or your clients
- Build partnerships and alliances and understand cutting edge innovative technologies, which will define and drive the future of the industry
- A meet dedicated to networking with budding as well as established entrepreneurs with similar aspirations to form valuable partnerships
Speakers & Panelists

Nappinai N S
Advocate at the Supreme Court of India

Prof. Sanjay Sehgal
Head of Department of Financial Studies at Delhi University

Ronny Boesing
Founder & CEO at OpenLedger

Jen Buakaew
U.S. Blockchain Association

Vinod Kashyap
Director at NexGen Knowledge Solutions

Melanie Mohr
CEO at Wom Protocol

Prof. Emilio Escartin
Professor of Islamic Finance IE Business School

Kokila Alagh
Founding partner at Karm Legal

Jorge Sebastiao
CTO Eco-System at Huawei Technologies

Debajani Mohanty
Honorary Faculty-Army University, Blockchain Author

Kumar Kushal
CEO & Founder, NGDM Market Place and Former CTO, Reliance Group

Prasanna Lohar
Innovation Head & Technical Architect, DCB Bank

Utpal Chakraborty
Head- Artificial Intelligence, Yes Bank Ltd
09:00 – 09:55
Registration & Networking

09:55 - 10:00
Welcome note from the chairman

10:00 – 10:20
Keynote 1

10:20 – 10:40
Keynote 2 - legislative framework favourable to the Blockchain industry and a public policy for Blockchain assumed by the Government

10:40 – 11:00
Keynote 3 - Regulators and the private sector in the Blockchain area

11:00 – 11:30
Panel Discussion 1 - Blockchain Scalability: Taking Blockchains on another level

11:30 – 11:50
Coffee & Networking Break

11:50 – 12:20
Panel Discussion 2 - Blockchain Solutions for Enterprise

12:20 – 12:30
Speed pitch for startup

12:30 – 14:00
Lunch and Networking Break

14:00 – 14:20
Convergent Technology Solutions

14:20 – 14:50
Panel Discussion 3 - Forging a New Era of Trust: Data Fidelity and the Changing Face of Business

14:50 – 15:00
Speed pitch for startup

15:00 – 15:30
Panel Discussion 4 - Blockchain for Social Good

15:30
Closing Remarks & Networking
DAY 2

09:00 – 10:00
Registration & Networking

10:00 – 10:20
Keynote 1 - Why the Future of Blockchain is Bright

10:20 – 10:40
Keynote 2 - Key Privacy Challenges for Blockchain

10:40 – 11:00
Keynote 3 - Blockchain, IoT AI and Building a Fully Integrated Tech Stack

11:00 – 11:30
Available for Startup Presentation  ICO, STO and IEO.

11:30 – 11:50
Coffee & Networking Break

11:50 – 12:20
Panel Discussion 1  - Benefits of Blockchain for EnergySector

12:20 – 12:30
Speed pitch

12:30 – 14:00
Lunch and Networking

14:00 – 14:30
Panel Discussion 2 - Overview of the Hyperledger Ecosystem and Potential Humanitarian Applications

14:30 – 14:50
Putting the Human At The Centre Of IoT Solutions

14:50 – 15:20
Panel Discussion 3  -  Connecting Smart Infrastructure

15:20 – 15:30
Award ceremony

15:30
Closing remarks & Networking
The activities post conference are forgotten by majority of the conference organizers! Even though they are as important as the activities that proceeds the conference. This said, the following are some of the main activities planned for Global Blockchain summit

**Thanks and appreciation**

All stakeholders including patron, sponsors, speakers, committee members will be sent a letter of appreciation for their contribution post the summit.

**Conference proceedings**

All summaries of keynotes, panel discussions and technical presentations are presented in a post conference report which will be made available in the public domain.

**Publication of speaker presentations**

We plan to send a read-only PDF pack of all the slides to conference delegates at the end of the conference.

**Feedback Analysis**

A detailed analysis of the summit will be carried out and presented to all stakeholder